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'Cellar' Use Discussed;
Resolution Adopted by
University Collllllittee
Manuel Franco
The University Housing Committee passed a resolution Thursday
stating that the use of space in the
dormitories "is under the
jurisdiction of the Housing
Department" and such groups as
the committee and the Resident
Halls Student Association.
The resoluuon was a result or a
rumour among dorm students that
the unversity administration was
about to install a wooden floor in
the Cellar, used by the dorms as an
entertainment area, and use it for
modern dance classes conducted by
the Theater Arts Department.
The department is currently
having trouble finding space to.
hold its dance classes.
The committee, chaired by
UNM's Dean of Students Karen
Glaser, is an advisory group made
of university housing officials and
student representatives from
UNM's dormitories,
The matter was brought before
the committee by dorm student
Peter Pierotti.
Although Pierotti agreed that
whether the administration was
planning to hold modern dance
classes in the Cellar was "heresay,
more or less," he was still concerned and said the resolution
"protected"
the
Housing
Department's "right to have a say"
on how space in the dorms is used.
Pierotti said he faced "establishment rhetoric" in talking tbis week
with various university administrators who said they knew
little about the possibility of having
classes in the Cellar other than it
was just an idea which has just been
discussed.
''We (the committee) should
decide who is responsible for setting
this policy (concerning use of dorm
space). Everyone up to "Swede"
(UNM Vice President for Student
Affairs Marvin D. Johnson) should
be upset about this.
''We feel a big foot somewhere in
the university is stepping on us
(dorm students)," Pierotti said.
A proposed resolution Pierotti
originally presented to the committee was criticized as being
worded too harshly.
Randy Boeglin, associate dean of
students for housing, said, "I have
great problems with the language in
this (Pierotti's original) proposal."
Housing and Food Services
Dire(:tor Robert Schulte said of
Pierotti's original proposal, ''I'm
opposed not to its spirit, but to the
way it is stated."
After committee members
discussed what should be on a
compromise resolution, a five

minute break was taken while
Pierotti and Boeglin wrote the
resolution using recommendations
from c.ommittee members.
The resolution the committee
passed states that the committee
"strongly supports" five points
"pertaining to resident hall public
space."
The five points a.re:
I)" All space allocation and
facility use of resident hall areas
such as the Cellar and resident hall
lounges is under the jurisdiction of
the Housing Department and their
currently established scheduling
entities," including the committee
andRHSA.
2)The committee "is the appropriate body to make recommendations on such issues as nonresident hall use of the Cellar.
Accordingly, all recommendations
on space usage'' are subject to
approval by Johnson and John
Perovich, university vice president
for business and finance.
3)The committee supports a
resolution passed Tuesday by the
RHSA which states the RHSA
belief in its and the Housing
Department's jurisdiction over
dorm space.
The RHSA resolution also says
tha,t "any proposal which effects a
particular segment of the University
should initially involve input from
and dialogue with that segment in this case, the Residence Halls.
We are alarmed that such a
proposal was considered and nearly
effected without contacting any
part of the community that lives,
works, recreates and programs in
the Cellar area."
4)The committee also "strongly
supports the concept that no nonresident hall group may modify the
Cellar as part of any usage
agreement.''
S)The committee also "welcomes
any
proposal
for
space
utilization ..• and
will
work
toward a prompt discussion and
decision on this matter."
Campus Planner Joe McKinney,
contacted last Thursday, said that
the idea of putting dance classes in
the Cellar has only been discgss~d,
McKinney said that a "very
rough estimate" of $14,000 has
been made for possibly putting a
two to two-and·a-half inch bar·
dwood floor in the "front center"
portion of the Cellar. He said this
would leave untouched the "movie
room'' in the east
part of the
Cellar and the ••gante room" in the
west part.
continued on p11ge 5

Experiencing the world without sight and with gloved hands was the assignment for a Speech
Communications ~3 class. Linda Matteucci leads Olympia Kellis through the SUB yesterday

KUNM Conflict Aired at Hearing
Alice L. Wagoner

COITection
In the Sept. 10 issue of the

Daily Lobo it was incorrectly
reported the ASUNM Finance
Chairperson Traci Wolf and
Vice President Bill Littlefield
had reached an informal
.agreement as to the provisional
replacement of Wolfas Finance
Chair. The as yet unofficial
agreement was not reached
between Littlefield and Wolf,
but between Littlefield and the
Senate. The LoblJ regrets the
error.

Johnson Gym Funding
Talks Planned at BEF
fiscal year. which ended July I.

LlndaMeMath
'""-.

Along wih . the . gymnasium
proposal, the BEF will consi~ering
a $6.4 million Student Services
complex and a SS million School of
Management-Social Services
annex.

The State Board of Educational
Finance, which requies state
universities and colleges to submit a
5-year capital outlay plan, is
scheduled to vote today on the
Davis is scheduled to present the
University of New Mexico's
UNM
expansion program at the
building
expansion
plans.
control system. "A signal is sent
BEF
meeting
in Las Cruces. ''We
from a master control clock every
The capital outlay package will will probably not get all of the
hour, which should correct the
include Johnson Gymnasium's buildings approved this year," he
clocks," he said.
"The synchronization set up by renovation, which would cost $8.3 said.
according to
the
the Simplex system is better this million,
preliminary legislative . package.
year than in the past,, !toss said.
After the capital outlay program
Ross said that he hopes to correct tJNM President William E. "Bud" is approvedl the 1982 legislature
the ill-timed clocks after consulting Davis failed to get the BEF's ap- will consider the package, said
Secretary Anne J.
with Simplex, an Albuquerque firm proval for a $7.4 million gym· University
nasium modernizatiort plan last Brown.
that installed the system.

'Mitchell Time' Means 10 Minutes Behind
Linda McMath
making his most poignant plea, two
"Hey buddy, can you spare the , or three bewildered students may
time?''
walk in thinking the next class is
Although this phrase usually starting.
But E.P. i 1Ned" Ross, assistant
refers to the "down-and-out,"
classmates at UNM's Mitchell Hall director of UNM's physical plant,
have been asking this question for in charge or the maintenance
over a week.
division, sa:id he is studying the
'The Mitchell Hall hallway clocks clock problem.
are 10 minutes behind schedule. So,
According to Ross, the Mitchell
just when a professor may be Hall docks are part of a master

wearing a button saying "bullshit"
on it. He said Johnson called him
and said he didn't want to see
Cubra wearing that button again.
Mansfield said he talked to Cubra
about Johnson's call and Cubra
raised the question of whether
Johnson was trying to deny his
freedom of speech.
Continuing in closing arguments,
Smith said in a "free, open and
robust society," it was a person's
right to exercise his freedom of
speech. He added that KUNM must
function in an environment where
volunteers are treated fairly.
On the other hand, Hernandez
said Cobra's termination was
appropriate under the cir·
cumstances. He maintained the
situation was simply a personality
conflict, and that Cobra had
problems in his employment history
at KUNM. He said no policies were
established concerning volunteers,
and that consequently it was not an
issue.
Mansfield had told of another
The Students Standards and
incident where Cobra, as volunteer Grievance Committee will meet in
development director, had gone to closed session Monday, 4:15 p.m.,
Administrative Vice President in the Dean of Students Conference
Marvin "Swede" Johnson's office Room at Mesa Vista Hall to decide
during a fund-raising campaign the case.

Mansfield recounted ·several
confrontations between him and
After hearing former KUNM Cubra, often expressing in vivid
volunteer and disc jockey Peter language what Cobra said.
Cobra's testimoriy last Friday and
In closing arguments, Cobra's
former KUNM general manager
lawyer Clay Smith and Mansfield's
Paul Mansfield's testimony
lawyer, Dan Hernandez, contended
Wednesday, the Students Standards
that a personality conflict played a
and Grievance Committee will
large part in the matter.
decide Monday whether Cobra was
improperly fired by Mansfield June
However, Smith asserted the case
3, 1980.
was a First Amendment issue. In
During Wednesday's hearing reference to this issue, Mansfield
Mansfield detailed his relationship had testified that Cubra had
with Cubra fr(Jm May 1978 to editorialized, with certain inCobra's termination date. He flections in his voice, a news story
described Cobra's attitude as about the United States' attempt to
"amiable at the beginning;'' but rescue the American hostages from
started "deteriorating11 after the Iran.
first six months. Mansfield said . He said he could not recall the
Cubra
was
"contentious," exact words Cubra had used. He
"defensive," and "openly hostile said a policy against editorializing
to myself as manager."
existed in the old Radio Board
charter. Smith said the university
had an obligation to specify alleged
editorializations.
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Expert in Life Extension and Space Research To Speak

byUnitedPresslnternotional

Budget 'A Helluva Challenge'
WASHINGTON (UPJ)
to $42.5 billion, to remain on track suggested cuts of $30 billion in
President Reagan, acknowledging toward a balanced 1984 budget.
military spending during the two
he faces "a helluva challenge,"
White House ~ommunications years.
The president decided on a range
gave his Cabinet a look Thursday at director David Gergen told
the tough new spending limits he reporters Reagan exhorted his of military budget cuts Wednesday
will demand for his plan to forestall lieutenants to "ask ourselves if we after hearing the guns vs. deficit
what he called the potential for do nothing, where does all of this arguments of Stockman and
Defense Secretary Caspar Weineconomic collapse.
end?''
"This is not going to be a happy
berger,
"If no one does it, what happens
meeting for you," Reagan told his
To his Cabinet members, Reagan
Cabinet officers as they sat down to to the country?" the president again vented frustration at the
a nearly two-hour session during asked, "All of us here know the lukewarm reception Wall Street has
which budget director David Stock- economy would face an eventual accorded his economic policy. He
man offered rough allocation collapse. I know it's a helluv& told them he understands the
estimates for fiscal years 1983 and challenge, bUt ask yourself: if not "nervousness" because there has
us, who; if not now, when?"
1984.
been no instant recovery, but said,
Stockman, according to Gergen, "We never promised it would be
Line-by-line limits will come
said no dep&rtment will be asked to easy and we never promised it
later.
The Congressional Budget Office cut more than $4 billion annually in would be quick. We can't be
released estimates Thursday 1983 or 1984, and no agency stampeded now by frustration or
suggesting $80 billion of govern- including the Defense Department fear. We have to stay on a steady,
ment red ink in fiscal 1982 that - will escape with ll reduction of long-term course."
less than $500 million a year.
starts Oct. I.
The president plans to make
But
an
administration
Cumulatively, the total cuts known the agency-by-agency
spokesman laid the huge disparity would add up to some $30 billion in budgetary limits at a Cabinet
to "an honest forecasting dif- federal spending for 1983 and $44 meeting tentatively set for next
ference," and said budget office billion in 1984, Gergen said. But he Tuesday. In the interim, Gergen
economists still fail to acknowledge also said the Pentagon spending said Stockman and the Cabinet
the possibility Reagan's policies will levels will be factored in at a later officers will hold intensive meetings
on how to reconcile their departhave a positive impact on the date.
economy.
No figures have been released, mental needs with the new
Reagan hopes to hold the figure but administration officials have austerity.

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK (UP!) - The
stock market, pounded the past
few months by high interest
rates, scored a broad gain
Thursday as investors came off
the sidelines to exploit bargain
prices. Trading was moderately
active.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which gained 2. 76
points in Wednesday's abbreviated session, tacked on 8.56
points to 862.44 after being
ahead about 10 points in the
early going,
The New York Stock
-Exchange index rose 1;01 to
69.49 and the price of an average
share increased 43 cents.
Advances topped declines I, 157410 among the I ,889 issues
traded at4p.m. EDT.
Big Board volume totaled
47,430,000 shares compared
with 43,820,000 traded Wednesday when-the NYSE closed at
3:30 p.m. EDT because of a
power failure.
Analysts said they expected a

rally soon since the closely
watched Dow industrial average
had fallen about 170 points since
mid-June.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges and over the counter
totaled 53,049,400 shares
compared with 50,259,470
traded Wednesday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange common stock index
soared 5.86 to 326.56 and the
price of an average share increased 29 cents. !he National
Association of Securities
Dealers' NASDAQ index of
over-the-counter issues gained
2.78 to 187.55.
Exxon was the most active
NYSE-Iisted issue, up I to 32,
Northwest Energies was second,
up I 1/8 to 54 1/8. Cenco was
third, gaining 7/8 to 18.
On the Amex, advances
topped declines 437-177 among
the 792 issues traded at 4 p.m.
EDT. Volume at that_ time
totaled
5,350,000
shares,

.'

WASHINGTON (UP I) - An
American-made car, the Chevrolet
Chevette diesel, broke the 40 mpg
barrier for the first time and an
increasing number of new
American cars beat the 30 mpg
mark in government fuel economy
figures released Thursday.
The top miles per gallon honors

The poorest rated car was a
Maserati Quattroporte at 8 mpg.
The worst domestic-made car was a
Cadillac Limousine at I 0 mpg.
Other poor performers were a
Chevrolet Corvette at 15 mpg and a
Riviera,
Oldsmobile
Buick
Toronado and Porsche 928, all at
16.
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Lowenbrau *Coors on Tap
Gigantic MarJ:aritas

Kind.''

Pearson was born in Chicago in
1943. By the age of six, he was
reading scientific books written for
laymen on such subjects as electronics, physics, geology and

atomic el)ergy. By this time he had involved in the Apollo, Viking and
already decided to be a physicist.
Pioneer projects as well as inventing,
designing or selecting
Pearson graduated from MIT in
!965 with a degree in physics while about one-third of the equipment
having enough additional credits to · used in the Space Shuttle's
have taken a degree in biology or Materials Processing in Space
laboratory.
psychology,
Pearson is also a contributing
Pearson started his scientific editor to the popular scientific
consulting business in 1963 by magazine, OMNI,
working with the National
Tickets for Pearson's lecture are
Aeronautics
and
Space $3.50, $2.50 for students. They arc
Administration on the Gemini available at the Student Activities
rocket project.
Center and will be available at the
Since then, Pearson has been door.

On Sept, 16, 1810, from his little the town of Guanajuato on Sepchurch in Dolores, Mexico, Father tember 28 and massacred the
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla was town's elite Spaniards and Creoles
forced to move early when an anti- (those born in Mexico of Spanish
government plot in which he was Parents).
involved was discovered by the
ruling Spaniards. He made an
The massacre swung moderate
impassioned plea to the people of and undecided support behind the
Dolores, calling for Mexican in- Spaniards and Hidalgo's forces
dependence from Spain, equality of were defeated and dispersed at the
races and redistribution of land.
With thousands of followers,
mostly oppressed Indians and
Mestizos (those of mixed Spanish
and Indian ancestry), Hidalgo
started a march toward Mexico
City,
But Hidalgo's followers started
to get out of hand. They pillaged

Bridge of Calderon on January 18,
181.1.
Hidalgo was eventually captured
and executed but September 16, the
date of his ''Grito de Dolores ("Cry
of Dolores")," is still celebrated by
Mexico as Mexican Independence
Day.
Mexican Independence Day will
also be celebrated by UNM' s

Chicano Student Services for the
fourth straight year.
"This is our Fourth of July,"
says celebration coordinator Gloria
Montoya, "and we celebrate it as
vigorously and proudly as the
United States does the fourth of
July."
The UNM celebration is
scheduled to start at 10 a.m. in

Enroll Now for

Lunch .11:00-2:00
l>inner 5:00-10:00

Libertarian Club
Schedules First
Meeting for Year
The Libertarian Supper Club is
scheduled to hold its first meeting
Sept. 16 during a dinner program
beginning at 6:30p.m. at Jao-Jao's
Place, a Chinese restaurant at 5000
Central Avenue, S.E.
The program will include four
Libertarian films which include For
a New Liberty, The Incredible
Bread Machine, Adam Smith's
Wealth ofNationsand Libra.
There will also be a display table
with pamphlets and literature from
Libertarian organizations.
The cost is $6 for general admission, and an optional annual
membership is available at the
meeting.
Interested persons need to call
883-5288 for reservations by Sept.
16.
The Libertarian Supper Club
meets the third Wednesday of every
month from September to June.

2225 Wyoming NE corner o( Menaul

Or>en Enrollment Period now for all students carrying
6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1-4 p.m.; or mail applications <Jnd payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Masfertharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Suite 300
884-6827

Only 2 days left to enroll!

front of the Chicano Student
Services building at 1815 Roma.
Ave. N.E. and end by 5:30p.m.
The celebration will feature
musicians performing Chicano and '
disco music, Chicano dancers, and
poetry readings. There will also be a
speech on the Mexican Revolution
by visiting UNM sociology lecturer
Estevan Flores.

Friday's Special

UNM Student
HEALTH INSURANCE

'

Spaghetti Dinner $3.95
Steaks • Seafood • Salads

production (which involves
bringing such subst&nces as tar sand
and oil shale out of the ground for
use as energY) and pyrolytic carbon
heart valves.
Pearson has also consulted on the
special effects of sucl1 films as
"2001; A Space Odyssey" and
"Close Encounters of the Third

Chicano Services to Celebrate Mexican Independence Day

j

smission, at 41 mpg.
In the EPA's ratings last year,
the best domestic fuel economy was
recorded by a Chevette_, the Ford
Escort and the Lincoln-Mercury
Lynx - all at 30 mpg and all with
The top-ranked gasoline- gasoline engines, The year before,
It rated 45 mpg, the highest powered vehicle was a Honda Civic the best any American-made car
figure ever rec9fded since the with a five-speed manual tran- could do was 26 mpg.
Environmental Protection Agency
began its fuel economy tests. In
EPA's 1981 model ratings, the
manual four-speed transmission
Rabbit diesel got 42 mpg.

process in certain parts of his body.
He has reportedly been told he has
the cardiovascular system of an ISyear-old person.
·
Having first worked with lasers
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1964, Pearson was
part of of the team that produced
the first holograms, threedimensional pictures. produced by
reflected laser beams, as well as the
first holomovies.
Pearson has patented inventions
or developed systems in such areas
as in situ energy conversion and

i '

Report Says American Cars Getting Better Gas Mileage
for 1982 model cars went for the
fifth straight year to the
Volkswagen R!ibbit diesel, acarthe
government considers an import
even though it is partially made in
the United States.

Scientist Durk Pearson, whose
forte ranges from sp~ce projects to
life extension will speak Sept, 15 at
UNM's Woodward Hall as part of
the ASUNM Speakers' Committee
lecture series.
Through his life extension
research, Pearson has come to
believe that the aging process and
its side effects can be reversed, not
through health food and exercise,
but through biochemistry.
Acting as his own guinea pig, the
37-year-old Pearson has reportedly
managed to reverse the aging

Fish Fry
with Cod, Cole Slaw,
Fries & 2 beer rolls with garnish

$2.85 with coupon
--··

3.25 regular price
-~-

-~~-.~-·----- -~------·-·

115 Harvard SE
9:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

Rio GrMde Yacht ft
Sporting aub
2500 Yale SE
one block North of the Airport

PRO SHOP SALE

Boot Sale

----

Eddie Rabbitt
Concert Planned
At 'Pit' Tonight

Recharter
on time
so your or~anization
can appear in the 1981-82
"CamPus Guide to
Chartered Student

· Eddie Rabbitt, whose hits
include "Love a Rainy Night,"
"Drivin' My Life Away" and
"Step by Step," is scheduled in
concert tonight at 8:15 p.m. at
the UNM Arena,
All seats are reserved. Ticket
prices are $10, $9 and $8 for
students and are available at
Ticketmaster locations.
Appearing with Eddie Rabbitt
are The Flying Burrito Brothers
and SammyJo Cole~
The
ASUNM
Popular
Eniertailimcnt Committee is
sponsoring the concert.

Or~anizations''

lower level
northwest corner

FREE
to UNM Students

$3.00 General

of the SUB.

Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept..

11th

THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVIHES IIILL AGAIN BE LlSTINo
CHARTERED AND RECHARTERED STUDENT ORG.~NIZIITIONS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT OF THE DAILY LOBO, .BUT, TO BE
INCLUDED IN THIS PUBLICATiON YOU f1UST RECHARTER YOUR
·iROUP ON TillE. THE INFORfiATtOII WE GET FROM YOUR
REcHARTERING FORM WILL ilE USED TO DESCRIBE YOUR
ORGANIZATION AriD LIS! ITS OFFICERS, IF YOU HAVt
ANY QUESTIONS OR PROBL5~S, C~~TACi STUDENT ACTIVITIES
AT 277-4706 OR COMEDY ROO» 106, STUDENT UNION BUILDING

··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·

Ektelon Clothing
Head Clothing
New Balance Shoes
Head Racquetball Shoes
Head Sox
Enduro Sox

Men's and Women\

30% off
$3.95/pr.
$2.97/pr.

All Racquetball Eye Glasses
RECspecs
Action Eyes
300~
Carrera
7(
AMFVoit
All Racquets
!'klelon
Mllgnum
Jenifer Harding
Magnum Fie~
Head Standard
Head Master
Head Graphite Express

off

30o/o off

STATE FAffi SPECIAL
DINGOS START AT

$49.95
reg. 79.95

10% off to all
UNM Students
with ID

Racquetball Bags Head & Ekielon 25 percent off

Thinking big
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243-9590

5307 Menaul NE (2 blks. east San Mateo)

881-1642
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Police Beat

Input
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Should DrinkingAge be Lower?
'"very Friday the New Mexico Daily Lobo prints
Input: a fomm for the students of the University of
New Mexico. Each week the Lobo will pre,ent a
question for consideration. Next week's question is:
Should the mandatory $14 ASUNM fee be made
optional?
Should the drinking age be lowered to 18?
Marcus Gallegos, a business major, writes,
"Being a bartender and coming from Florida where
the drinking age changed from age 18 to 19 in Oct,
1980, I can say from experience that there is a distinct
difference in the conduct of an inebriated 19-year-old
and an inebriated 18-year-old."
He continues, ''Because of voting rights and th
military service age, the legal drinking age shold be
lowered in the state of New Mexico. However, age 19
has just an edge on 18 for legalized public drinking."
Accounting major Nancy Juarez says, the drinking
age should not be lowered from 21. "There would be
too many people under 18 with with fal(e ID's in the
bars," she says.

l

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

j

Juarez cites maturity as a reason for the drinking
age to stay 21 .
"Fudge" Maxwell, a UNM student majoritlg in
physical therapy, says 19 is a "good age" for the legal
drinking limit but, "When I was 18 I know I definitely
thought it should be 18."
Setting the drinking limit at "any age is not going to
stop anybody," she says. "I know I used to get it
when I was 18."
Robert Me Lane; an art major, says he doesn't
think the drinking age should be lowered to 18. "I
don't think they're responsible enough to handle it,"
he says,
He says he think$ the drinking age should be
''somewhere around 20 or21 ,"
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UNM students who would like to see their opinion
expressed in Input may send their comments and any
questions to Input c/o Kelfy Gibbs, Daily Lobo, UNM
Box 20, 87131,
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Letter

f

Objection Raised About Speaker
I dm writing to express some displeasure with the
ASUNM Speakers Committee for sponsoring and
rnesumably paying Steven· Bardwell of the Fusion
Energy Foundation to speak on campus. Whiie in
favor of free speech I am not in favor of paying in·
clividuals of dishonest inte11tion to present their
propaganda. 1 confess at the outset to a personal
grudge against the FEF as well as more general objections.
Fusion Energy Foundation is perhaps the strangest
political entity in the United States today, a group with
a history of positions which could illustrate a text on
the conspiracy theory of history and a background of
violence.
Presently, the organization represents itself as a
promotor of basic science and technology, particularly
nudear power. As a biologist I have strong support for
thA former and can be reasonable about the latter.
There is quite more to FEF than that however.
FEf' is t110 latest incarnation of a group 1 last encountered as the National Caucus of Labour Committees (NCLC). NCLC in its turn was the successor to
thu Labor Committee which formed from the
Progressive Labor Party, a violent Maoist faction of
the old SOS. Despite the name changes and wild
shifts of policy the membership and leadership has
been fairly constant.
MCLC was a loony group which saw the hand of the
CIA and Rockefellers in everything. Other leftist
woups were accused of CIA ties and members atwcked w1th lead pipes and nail boards in New York,
Philadelphia and Detroit. I was harassed and attacked
lly NCLC members in Seattle in 1975 after the
U nivorsity of Washington Daily (which I was editor of)
published a critical article. At that university they were
a constant source of disruption and trouble.
The group has maintained such positions as that
methadone centers are CIA plots to drug the working
cl~ss, Rockefeller was going to seize Europe in 1976
(but was stopped by them) and the American
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Psychiatric Association is run by Nazi doctors.
The only constant in this versatile series of
organizations is its conviction that it alone Is the
salvation of the world. Even its leader, Lyndon
LaRouche, doesn't have the same name. He was Lynn
Marcus a few years ago.
FEF advocates world population growth until a total
of 10 billion is reached (so writes Bardwell in Fusion
magazine). This growth is advocated in particular for
poor, underdeveloped countries. This says Bardwell
will lead to world prosperity. This rather odd belief is
motivated by an economic model, the Riemann·
LaRouche model. This model is so strange as to make
the most extreme supply-side models seem mainstream. The contribution of German mathematician
Bernhard Riemann is doubtful since he died in 1866.
FEF is rabidly anti-conseNation and antienvironmental, finding in Interior Secretary Watt a
kindred spirit. FEF is presently pushing for an immediate re-opening of all Three Mile Island facilities.
This all might lead to the conclusion that FEF is a
crazy but insignificant group of crackpots who can't
make up their minds to be communists or republicans.
However, in their present form they seem to be
gaining influence and respectability in segments of the
scientific and business communities. Nasa and various
high tech industries support Fusion magazine. I have
no doubt that FEF has supporters of good intention
unaware of LaRouche's past and the organization's
genesis. FEF's advocacy of science and technology to
aid humanity is admirable in and of itself. But I do find
it unnerving that- such an unstable group of such
uncertain basic motivation can ride to respectability by
exploiting the concerns of this nation's scientific
community.
If you must go hear Bardwell, ask him a few hard
questions about FEF's past. tl myself would love to
know where they get all their considerable funding.}
But better yet save your money for a few beers.
Shawn Crowley
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restncted are those who fear sexual attack.
Authorities, in an attempt to educate have
sometimes worsened the problem by advising individuals to avoid high crime areas, or not go out after
a prescribed hour. The fact is that sexual attacks occur
half the time in the victim's or the offender's home.
The offender can often be a con artist--before an
attack, convincing the victim he is trustworthy,--after
an attack, convincing authorities of the victim's
culpability.
Curfew is not the answer to preventing sexual attack. Awareness is. Awareness of the community to
respond to the sound of a whistle, a scream, a call for
help. Awareness that sexual assault is not venting of
sexual needs--but a venting of anger andcr exertion of
power. Awareness of self-defense tactics; when to
fight and when not to.fight.

Career Exploration Workshop Scheduled
For those choosing a first career,
changing careers or simply thinking
about what they want out of work,
a six-week workshop entitled
"Career Exploration" wiH be held
at the University of New Mexico
Women's Center.
The workshop will primarily
address values clarification, including a self-assessment of skills,
participants' motivations for

working, how one approaches tasks
and co-workers, and a look at one's
values and personal priorities and
how they match the demands of
work.
"Besides interests and abilities,
many factors affect how well you
'fit' in an occupation," said Landra
White, workshop facilitator.
The workshop will also present
occupational outlook sources and
vocational interes! testing will be

continued from page 1
University Provost McAllister
HuU, also contacted last Friday,
said the University Space
Allocation Committee recommended using the Celler for dance
classes. He said the recommendation was also made with
input from the Student Affairs
office and that he would talk with
the dorm students before anything
definite was done.
Hull said the idea was being
considered by Theater Arts
assistant professor Jennifer
Predock, who teaches the dance
classes, and the department's
faculty.
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University Comptroller Carroll
Lee, also contacted last Friday, said
the Theater Arts Department "is in
a bind spacewise." He said the
university administration is
"looking" at using the Celler for
dance classes "but it's still only a
possibility."
The committee also
recom·
mended that starting in the summer
of 1982, the rate for a campus
group to rent the Hokona Hall
Lounge be $5 for four hours while
the rate for non-campus groups
would be$10 for four hours.
These rates would be subject to
waiver by the Conference Housing
Supervisor, based on need.
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The committee also recommended that the rental. rate for a
summer conference to rent a double
room be $6.50 a day, up 8.3 percent
from $6 a day.
The rate for a single room would
be $8.50 a day, up 21.4 percent
from $7.
The increases were proposed
after a survey of 25 western colleges
and universities showed the average
rental rate for dorm rooms at these
institutions during the summer of
1980 were $7.03 per person per
night for a double room and $9.01
per person per night for a single
room.
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Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Banana Split 97t;
Full Meal Deal
hamburger, fries, coke, & sundae

1.79

•

2300 Central S.E.
(Across from Popejoy Hall)
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3 Day Sale!

Dr. McAllister Hull

it's going to take eveeything
they've got.
'J'

available for a smaU fee. Tests will
be interpreted in the last session.
DiiiWtthl~:l
"The workshop doesn't help
people find jobs," White said. "It Peter Shunny stretches to kesp the "ball" in play Wsdnesdsy
helps them figure out what kind of aftsrnoon nesr the duck pond. ·Ths gams Is hscky-ssck end
Shunny Is looking for s/1 "hscksrs" Interested in forming e club.
job they would like to do."
Sessions will be held Mondays
from 7 to 9 p.m., Sept. 14 through
Oct. 19 with a $2 fee for materials.
Enrollment is limited. Register at
the Women's Center, 1824 Las
Lomas NE, 277-3716.
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Nothing so exerts control over the freedom of in-

c;livi~uals than the fear of violence. Exceptionl'tllY

Although the University of New Mexico campus has
a relatively rare reported incidence of sexual attack as
compared to other Albuquerque areas, tne campus lies
adjacent to the highest crime rate area for sexual
assault in Albuquerque. The area bounded by Central
Ave. to the North, Gibson to the South, I-25 to the
West and Girard to the East was reported by the
Albuquerque Police Department to have had the most
criminal sexual penetrations for the period of January
1980 through September 1980.
So be aware. Wear a whistle, and walk with friends
when necessary. Know that an escort service is
available during the semester after dark until the
libraries close by calling campus police at 227-2241.
Also know that there are several red emergency
phones which tie directly to campus police. They are
located in the Electrical Engineering Building, 1st
floor, Farris Engineering 3rd floor, Ortega HaU near
rooms 106 and 124, Fine Arts Center basement,
Parsons HaU, Crafts Annex, and Popejoy Hall
backstage, and the Art Department 1st floor.
Also know that free attack avoidance and survival
presentations are available for any size group by
contacting campus police at 277-2241, 1821 Roma NE.

I I -Cellar-----------

I

-

Police Beat is a weekly community service column
presented by tile Daily Lobo in conjuction with the
Campus Police Department, It is dedicated to the
reduction and prevention of crime at the University of
New Mexico.
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Presents

Tonight and
Saturday

7:00, 9:30 &
12:00 p.m.
SUB THEATRE
Students - $1.50
Others • $2.00
''Fame has a charm that sweeps you along. It's a
film full of street and character life and delivers an
emotional charge that comes only from a film that
allows its participants the time it takes to go
through major upheavals.· It works, leaving you all
warm and tearful inside, and makes you root for
Fame."
Stuart Byroh, Village Voice

..THE IMPORTANCE OF A
HUMANISTIC EDUCATION"
Mcmday, September 14
12noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (South)

Rev. Elwood J. McDowell
Instructor, Afro-American Studies

"HOW MUCH DO WE
REALLY KNOW?"
Monday, September 21
12noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (South)

Dr. Vera John-Steiner
Prof. Educational Foundations/Linguistics

*'THE HOLOCAUST:
LEARNINGS FOR A
PLURALISTIC SOCIETY"
Monday, September28
12 hoon
Rooms231 D and E
New Mexico Union
The "LAST LECTURES" are a series in which prominent University
faculty and staff will be talking as if they were giving the Last
Lecture of their life. Bring your lunch!
sponsored by
UNM CAMPUS MINISTRIES
AGORA ASUNM FREE DAYTIME ACTIVITIES
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Campus Briefs
Chilean Commemoration Set

Bill Wcch1er

Eleven-year-old Philip Krebbs spends time waiting for his sisters to get out of class with a bag of
popcorn and the ducks yesterday. "They go crazy over this," he said.

Research Director Plans Growth
Viki L. Florence
The new director of the
University of New Mexico Cancer
Research and Treatment Center
intends Ia make New Me;><ico a
leader in the basic research required
in developing therapies for
malignant disease.
But that's not the only area in
which Dr. Thomas B. Tomasi plans
to expand UNM's involvement on
the frontiers of cancer research.
The
internationally
known
scientist, who comes to UNM from
the Mayo Clinic and Medical
School, sees his major challenge as
el<tending the center's existing

programs to include new areas of
research related to cancer treatment.
Tomasi, who received his M.D.
degree from the University of
Vermont and holds a Ph.D. from
Rockefeller University, will become
director of the cancer center Oct. 1.
Dr.
Leonard
Napolitano,
director of the UNM Medical
Center, expects Tomasi will indeed
provide the cancer center with
increased capabilities for research,
UNM Regent Dr. Philip U.
Martinez is also looking forward to
Tomasi's involvement at UNM.
"The cancer center and UNM arc
very lucky to have.~attracted a man

Read more into your
phone service with
the Customer Guide.
Do you want to know how to plug in your own
telephone? Save money on your phone bill? Or
simply find out how to get the most out of your
phone service, and still stay within your budget? If
you do, then here's some good reading that can h~lp
you: the Customer Guide, in the front section of
your White Pages directory.
The Customer Guide is easy to use, easy to
read, and it's filled with the information you need. It
can tell you how to save on local service. What to do
when you're making changes in your home that
could affect your phone. Or what sort of options are
available to make your phone do more for you. And
there's much more.
And of course, if you have any other questions,
the numbers you need to get in touch with us are all
there, too.
So if you want to get more out of your phone
service, turn to the front of the phone book. And let
the Customer Guide show you the way.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

ofsuch international stature," Dr.
Martinez said.
Currently, Dr. Tomasi is the
William H. Donner professor of
immunology and chairman of the
department of immunology at
Mayo, which he joined in 1973. In
addition to the directorship at
UNM's cancer center, Dr. Tomasi
will
be named distinguished
professor of medical science and
will hold professorships in appropriate medical departments. He
will replace Dr. Robert Anderson
and Dr. Robert Moseley, who have
served as interim co-directors of
the center since the departure of Dr.
Morton Kligerman.

On the eighth anniversary of the coup in Chile, Amnesty International will issue a :>tatement of the current situation in Chile
showing con tin !led disregard of the human rights of Chileans.
The local chapter of Amnesty lnternational, Group 101, will hold
a public commemoration of the Chilean coup on Sept. 11 at 7:30
p.m. in the Kiva Auditorium.
The program will feature a slide show of Chilean Patchwork Art
depicting conditions and current experiences of the people. There
will also be Chilean and Andean music by Ayocuan, paintings by a
Chilean ~trtist and a dramatic presentation of readings about life in
Chile today.
The public is invited.
There is also a benefit concert scheduled for Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. in
Woodward Hall featuring a chilean folklore groupAmincha.
Sponsors are Comite en Solidaridad con America Latina, NM
Venceremos Brigade, Raza Unida Party, Co mite en Solidaridad con
Chile de Dumas, Texas &MEChA.
Ticket prices are $3 in advance and $3.50 at the door. Tickets are
available at Wild West, 200 Central, Cristy Records 4th Street and
Chicano Studies in Marron Hall.
There is a 50 cent discount for UNM students.

Dance Workshop Planned
The UNM Ballroom Dance Club will feature a series of dance
workshops beginning Sept. 14. Each workshop meets once a week
for one hour for either five weeks or ten weeks.
The workshops offered include: Country Western I and II;
Beginning Ballroom I and II; Swing, West Coast and Hustle, and
International Latin.
Registration forms may be obtained at the SUB Information
Booth or Dance Club Meetings, which are Fridays at 7;30 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. Payments and registration may be completed at the
first meeting of the workshop. Call 277-5574 for further information.

Lecture Series Scheduled
Cavell and the Problem of Other Minds is the topic of a lecture to
be given in the Philosophy Library, the top floor of the Humanities
Building on Friday at 3:30p.m.
The speaker will be Russell Goodman, an associate professor in
philosophy at UNM.
The talk is part of a series entitled Fridays Live sponsored by Phi
Sigma Tau, an honor society for philosophy.

KUNM Broadcasts Hispanic Heritage Programs
National Public Radio will
celebrate National Hispanic
Heritage Week from Sept. 13-19
with a series of special programs
which explore the growth and
development of Hispanic culture in
the United States.
The .>eries of Spanish, English
and bilingual documentaries includes a look at the impact of
Hispanic-owned businesses on the
U.S. economy; a st11dy of the
growth of the Hispanic press from
the early 19th century; and interviews with contemporary
Chicano writers who describe the
obstacles they have faced in trying
to get their works published.
Other programs highlight the
burgeoning field of Puerto Rican
literature; capture the color and
excitement of the Flor y Canto
Hispanic Arts Festival; and profile
the Young Lords, the most
powerful Puerto Rican communitybased organization in New York
City.
The programs, a collaborative
effort on the part of NPR's
Department
of
Specialized

Audiences, were produced by
Spanish-language
broadcasting
professionals throughout the
United States.
"These programs focus on the
drive, energy and initiative that
have contributed to the growth of
the Hispanic influence in the
U.s.,"
says Frank Tavares,
executive producer of the series,
"Each one looks at a different facet
of the Latino heritage and its
reverberations on the past as well as
the future," Tavares said.
Beginning Saturday September
12, KUNM-FM will broadcast the
National Hispanic Heritage Week
specials which will feature the
following programs:
Saturday, Sept. 12, on Raices at 5
p.m., Desarollo del Periodismo
(Spanish). Host Hector Molina
traces the development of the
Spanish-language press in this
country. Among the newspapers
examined are La Abajeno and La
Opinion, both of which began in
Texas in the early 1800's. La
Opinion moved to Los Angeles at

the turn of the century to become
one of the leading newspapers in
the Chicano community.

into print.
Tuesday, Sept. 15 on A Luncheon Slice of Information at 12:30
p.m., The Young Lords (English).
Organiz~d in the late 60s, the
Young Lords quickly became the
most powerful Puerto Rican
community-based organization in
New York City. Producer Elizabeth
Perez-Luna examines their original
influence on Puerto Rican culture
and politics in New York, and
provides an update on their current
activities.

Monday, Sept. 14, on A Luncheon Slice of Information at 12:30
p.m., The Hispanic Market
(bilingual).
As the Hispanic
population grows in the U.S., so
does its buying power. Several large
American corporations have
financed studies to determine how
best to reach this market, which is
estimated at $17 billion. Producers
Maria Martin and Gabriela
Wednesday, Sept. 16 at 2 p.m.,
Gastelan examine some of these
studies and the resulting marketing Congressional Hispanic Caucus
Each year the
strategies to reach the Hispanic (bilingual).
Congressional
Hispanic Caucus
market.
commemorates National Hispanic
Monday, Sept. 14 at 2 p.m., Heritage Week with a gala dinner.
Frontera Writers, (bilingual). For This one-hour special, recorded at
years, Chicano writers have been the 1981 caucus, will feature
less than successful in getting their highlights of the event during which
works published. Many publishers the President of the U.S. arid other
do not consider Chicano literature dignitaries will discuss matters of
commercially
viable. Enfoque concern to American Latinos.
Nacion(ll associate producer Isabel Producer is Jose McMurray,
Alegria talks with Chicano writers ,
about the difficulties they have
Thursday, Sept. 17 at 2:05 p.m.,
faced in trying to get their works Maquiladoras - Twin Companies

(bilingual). In the Southwest, many
American corporations have set up
twin companies on either side of the
border to assemble electronic
products, taking advantage of the
cheaper labor r.osts in Mexico. This
program, produced by Arturo
Vasquez, describes the effects this
practice has on Mexican border
communities.
Friday, Sept 18 at 2 p.m., Flory
Canto (bilingual). In 1974, the first
of the "Flower and Song" festivals
was organized in San Antonio,
Texas as a showcase for the poetry,
music and drama of emerging
artists. In this program, producer
Alfredo Cruz presents the sounds
of the 1976 Flory Canto festivalsreadings, performances - as well
as interviews with many of the
artists.
Saturday, Sept. 19 on Raices at 5
p.m., En Contacto Con El Mundo
Latino Americana with Alirio
Macabeo Jr. This half-hour show
will highlight part of the contemporary reality of Latin
American countries.

Entries ·Due for Fair Parade
A sign that the New Me~<ico State
The parade is co-sponsored by
Fair is coming up soon is the fact the New Mexico State Fair and the
that the parade office is now open Bernalillo County Sherifrs Posse.
for business at fair offices in The sheriff's posse, under Chief
Albuquerque.
Bob Johnson, handles all details of
Always a highlight of the annual the parade. H. H. Hooten is the
Biggest Show in New Mexico, the parade chairman for the posse.
two-hour parade will be held on
Mr;. Joyleen Vaisa is ir, charge of
Saturday morning, Sept. 19,
the parade offtce, which is open
starting at8:30 a.m.
The parade will start at Lomas daily from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Louisiana N.E., go east on Monday through Friday to accept
Lomas to Wyoming, south on entries and provide information on
Wyoming to Central, then west on the parade.
Central to Louisiana where it will
disband.
There are seven categories for

entries: officials, sheriff's posses
and riding clubs, school bands
and/or
marching
groups,
organizational
bands,
organizational marching groups
and twirling groups, mechanized
units and commercial entries.
Parade entries close on Friday,
Sept. 11.
The Centennial New Mexico
State Fair will be held in
Albuquerque Sept. 16 through 27,
with the 17-day pari-mutuel racing
meet and quality horse shows set to
get underway Sept. I 1.

Subway Station To Open
With Disco Funk Dancing
The University of New Mexico • general public.
SUB will sponsor a disco and dance
"Subway Noontime" will offer
from 9 to 1 a.m. Sept. 12 to free live music on Wednesdays and
celebrate the grand opening this entertainment like theatre groups or
jugglers on Fridays from 11 to 1
semester of the Subway Station.
p.m. both days.
Free to UNM students and $3 for
On the last Wednesday of each
the general public, the dance will
month, the SUB Entertainment
feature disco funk by Special
Committee will sponsor various
Touch, with food and snacks games tournaments in ping pong,
available.
foosball and billiards.
The Subway Station is in the
Once in full gear, the Subway
Station will offer a myriad of basement of the SUB, accessible
entertainment for students and the from the Cas a del Sol restaurant.

"MISSISSIPPI"

WATERS
WtTii VE::iti SPEClAL OUf~T

Joe "King" Carrasco
Tuesday,
&p.m.
Popejoy Hall-UNM

PUBLISHER NEEDS
ON-CAMPUS CONSULTANT

Tickets on sale now at all Ticketmaster locations
in Albuquerque & The General Store in Santa Fe.
ALL SEATS RESERVED

We are looking for a faculty member or spouse, graduate student
or administrative person who would like to supplement present
income with a second career in collegl;! tex-tbook publishing.
The role is one of public re-lations. The prerequisites are relation·
ships and. familiaritY with the academic- communitY. We will
provide you with the skills arid knowledge about textbook
publishing.
We are a SJ.year·old publishing house with many authors alrea~y
on campus. The person filling this position would consult w1th
on campus facuhy members about the unique aspects of our
NEW DIMENSION GrouP as well as provide a liaison with our
traditional pub1ishing groups. Your inquiry is completely con•
fidentlai so send a letter and resum~ ... to •••
James Spivey
1100 Howe Avenue
Apt. :/1553
m Bt,~rt~••• Publlah)ng Comp•nY
Sacramento, CA 95825
~Minneapolis, Minnesota
(916) 927·2852

Frank

Pat

Zappa

Benatar

Sun. Oct. 11

Tue. Oct. 20

Johnson Gym

Civic
Auditorium

Tickets on sale

Sat. at all
Ticketmaster
outlets .

Tickets on sale
Wed. at all
Giant ticket

outlets

$5.00 BONUS

"LADIES DAYS''

Save a life today. When you donate plasma for the first time at Yale
Blood Plasma Inc, you can redeem this coupon for an additional $5 .00.
Call for infonnation 266·5729. Abstain from heavy or fried foods 4
hours prior to donating.

Yale Blood Plasma is pleased to inaugurate a new event. Each
donating member of the fair sex will receive a FREE GIFT of appreciation.

YALE BLOOD PLASMA

122 YALE S.E.

One coupon per person, Not good with other coupons, expires 10-2-81.

CURIOUS? Then stop by YALE BLOOD PLASMA 1NC. 122 Yale
S.E. Just south of MCDonald's-Yale & Central. Offer good Sept. 15 &

16.
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Arts
Phoenix Boat People To Open AVA's Performance Series

The Phoenix Boat People will feature an evening of artists living art, leaving the studio to
wall furniture.

On Saturday, September 12, Th~
Phoenix Boat People will open
Albuquerque's Downtown Center
for the Arts, Performance Month.
The Boat People, who will be in
town for one night only of bizzare,
insulting, humorous, and always
thought-provoking
performance
are well known to the Arizona arts
community, Their performances
have inspired, if not out and out
provoked, numerous articles in the
press, and renewed interest in the
possibilities of performance after
the "Happening" overkills of the
seventies.
Dissatisfied with the state of the
residual arts (You know, painting,
photography, recordings, etc.),the
Boat People turned to performance. According to the People
themselves,
"performance
art
defies definition beyond the simple
declaration that it is 'live' art by
artists."
So what the hell is that supposed
to mean, right? Well, it goes way
back, so for all of those who have
sat through countless art history
classes, skip the next two
paragraphs and go on to the one
after them.

•

0

Wed., Sept. 30
0

1981

0

through Sat., Oct. 10

Wed., Sept. 30
through Sat., Oct. 10

Daily Lobo Homecoming Editions
This year Homecoming will begin Wednesday,
Sept. 30 with the Third Annual Dick McGuire
Invitational Women's Golf Tournament. Activities
will continue through the following week with
salutes to the classes of 1931, 1941 and 1956, the
Coronation of the Homecoming king and queen,
various live entertainment including two ATO
productions of Verdi's "A Masked Bail", a
concert with Waylon Jennings and culminating
with the Homecoming parade, the football game
and the All Alumni Dance.

To support these activities the Daily Lobo will
feature double-truck calendars of events on
Wednesday, Sept. 30 and Friday, Oct. 9, Supporting news copy will round out these issues.
Only 10 advertising spotswill be available on each
of these double-trucks. The cost- $65.00 for one,
$100.00 for both. In addition, the Oct. 9
Homecoming issue will feature a 16 page supplement, The Campus Guide to Chartered
Organizations. This will be a big celebration at
UNM ••• Make sure you are a part of it.

e Homecoming Coronation Wednesday, October 7, 1981 •
• In Concert with Waylon Jennings, October 2 e
• Increased Press-Run to Accommodate Alumni •
• 16 page Student Activities Supplement •
• Calendars of Homecoming Activities •
e UNM vs. UTEP Game e
• 1941 Class Reunion •
• Alumni Dance •
• Parade •

The thing that separates this kind
of performance from the more
familiar traditional performance
(You know, dance, music, theatre,
etc.), is the approach. The
traditional
approach
to performance strives to keep the
distinctive qualities of arty combination of the above separate and
true to their classical origins. The
alternative approach seeks to
diffuse the distinctions and
recombine the elements in ways that
almost always question and
challenge the preconceptions of live
performance.
The tradition of this type of
performance can be traced back to
the absurdist theatre of Alfred
Jarry and his infamous Ubu Plays
of the latter 1800's. Jarry scandalized a stuffy turn of the century
Paris with his timely politically
poignant Pere Ubu, an obese,
obnoxious,
power-seeking
individual who would stop at nothing
short of sacrificing his own life to
obtain his goals. Jarry was a major
influence on the Dada and
Surrealist movements, which in
turn confounded a war-torn Europe
with equally absurd and relevant
observations on the lunacy of the
period. Performance made an
impressive comeback in the
seventies, a time when the streets
were stages for every form of
grievance and expression. Better
known as "Happenings," the
approach taken in the seventies
directly referred back to all that had
come before, the difference being
that technology and current issues
shifted the emphasis and increased
the possibilities.
The range of approaches taken
by performance covers every
possibility from the now historical
collaboration between John Cage
and Robert Rauchenbetg to the
recent opera by recording artist
Phillip Glass. The emphasis has
consistently been on the combination of traditional art concerns
and the different schools of performance
into
a
cohesive
presentation, that utilizes all of the
energy and presence of the stage,
Obviously this approach to live
expression has it's drawbacks,and
there have been any number of bad
usages of the form. The question
here then is, if it's art and performance is it entertaining? And
why shOuld anyone bother to pay
for and sit through a performance
that doesn't quite meet the usual
criteria for these events?
Well the purpose of this Performance Series is to let you judge
for yourself. The Downtown
Center for the Arts has gone to a lot
of trouble and expense to prove
that there is something viable and
entertaining to the new breed of
performance artists. The Phoenix
Boat People, imported (with good
reasort) to open the series, are the
best argument for the validity of the
form in the eighties. In keeping
with their ties to the history of
performance, the Boat People are a
continued on page 9

Alicia Perea Gives a Half and Half Farewell Performance
Elizabeth Cohen
You've seen her around. That is
if you've ever seen a dance
department production or spent
any time in or around Popejoy
Hall . .She has an abundance of
straight black hair and a thin
angular face. She looks like a
flamenco dancer. But flamenco is
only one facet in the repertoire of
Alicia Perea, a dancer that just
graduated from UNM's dance
department.
I met Alicia for an interview the
afternoon of September 10. Since
she is leaving for New York after
the production of Half and Half,
two nights of dance Friday, Sept.
11 and Saturday Sept. 12, in Rodey
Theatre, completly produced by
herself (yes, completly: .. publicity,
costumes and all the technicalorganizational aspects too!), it
seemed like a prime time to do an
interview with her. I met her in the
of
pitch-blackened
backstage
Rodey Theatre where she was
practiCing possible stage entries and
maneuvers for the performances
this weekend. As I was completely
blind and kept tripping over the
various b ~kstage paraphernalia,
we decided to do the interview
outside. Once we were outside on
the lawn I realized I forgot to bring
a pen. Luckily we were able to
usurp one from a student sleeping
nearby.
Elizabeth- How long have you
been studying dance at UNM?
A /icia- About two and a half
years.
E. C.-Mostly I've seen you in
performances of flamenco although
I did see T.V. EYE, that dance you
did with Arthur Armijo in student
productions last semester. It
seemed very different from
flamenco. Which do you consider
your forte. modern or flamenco?
A.P.- I love flamenco. In
flamenco there's an interaction
l'>ctween the dan~ers and musicians
and the audience... a kind of
communication that modern
doesn't have. But in modern 'you
can use space, anything goes... you
have more freedom.
E. C.- Do you feel any conflict
l'>etweert the traditional side of
flamenco and the progressive attitudes of modern?
A .P.- I make up all my
nameu.:o piece; around themes.
They're not traditional pieces. Like

this new piece Corredores, It's a
duet between myself and Marina
Baden-Nelson. This .cellist wrote
the music. It's about our friendship
dancing together and the experiences we've shared together
being like parallel corridors that
cross or conflict at times, In it we .
use some flamenco footwork but
it's a modern piece.
E.C.- Do a lot of people mix
modern and flamenco that way or
do you think its something
primarily of your own innovation?
A.P.- Well, Eva Encinias, one
of the professors in the dance
department here is doing it in her
own way too. I'm sure a lot of
people are.
E. C.- I guess flamenco is a
dance form that has always been
changing somehow.
A.P.- Sure. Flamenco has to
change or die but a lot of the older
flamenco dancers around look at
what we do with flamenco footwork and rhythms fused with other
forms of dance and they think it's
empty and that it dilutes the culture
of flamenco.
E. C.- Maybe they forget that it
was changing when they were
young too, just in other ways.
A.P.- Yeah.
E. C.- It seems like you've had a
lot of freedom to do what you want
at UNM, what do you think it'll be
like in New York?
A.P.- 1'11 audition whenever I
can. I'll probably get into some
more traditional forms.
E. C.- Like ballet?
A.P.- No, ballet is like
vitamins. Something you do to get
strong. I'll probably work on
traditional flamenco.
E. C.- Are there any
real
traditional pieces in Half and Half/
A.P.- It's called Half and Half
because I tried to use half of each.
Nothing is really that traditional.
Corredores has some flamenco
footwork, as I tOld you, but its not
traditional.
E. C.- Will you be doing T.V.
EYE again?
A.P.- Yes. Arthur and I have
worked otl it a lot since last
'em ester. It's really different now.
E. C.- So you considered it a
work in progress before?
A.P.- Definitely. Originally it
was done to a Tuxedomoon piece
but now we changed the music to
some Briart Eno, Kraflwerk and

New Me><ico Daily Lobo Display Advertising
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Marron Hall131

° UNM P.O. Box 20, Alb,, N.M.

87131 o or call277·5656

After that we parted. I guess
Alicia was going back into that
clark theatre. Then off to the Big
City. "Don't forget to give that guy
back his pen," was the last thing
she said. I didn't. He secmeo upset
at having been awakened.

-AUAcontinued from page 8
complementary (not to mention a
kick in the ass) extension of the
tradition. If you miss this one, too
bad because it's guaranteed to be
worth the $2.00 cost or admission.
There ain't no Dada no more, but
there's the Boat People, and they'll
be docking downtown at the AUA
(216 Central S.W.) at 8:00p.m.

TheASUNM
Speakers Committee
presents
of the

~.,

I

in Woodward Hall
THE ECONOMICAL AND TECHNICAl
ASPECTS OF fUSION ENERGY
WILL BE DISCUSSED

$2.00
Beneral
Come get acquainted with your Office of Graduate Studies

COFFEE-TEA-DONUTS
Please send resume to:
P.O. Box648,
Alb.,I'J.M. 871113

Alicia Perea

We~htcr

I couldn't really pay anyone for
their help either. You really find
out who yo~u friends are when you
need assistance like that. I can't
emphasize enough what an experience it has been for me. There is
so much to gain from dance and
working with all the sides of a
production like this, outside of the
university scene, More dance
students should take advantage of
the opportunity to design a performance here.

I!

How good
__ are you7__
·Need a
graphic designer,
cartoonist
and/or
marketing person
to assist me
with
finalizing
a pamphlet
on administration,

Bill

some vocal tracks we laid down.
The characters in it are much more
defined, Arthur is this T.V.
monster.
E.C.- So it's much more
theatrical now.
A.P.- Yes. A lot of dancers
seem to get too into dance for the
sake of movement alone. I really
love it when there's some kind of
message.
E. C.- Almost like a poem made
of movement.
A.P,- Did you see this Theatre
of the Deaf performance recently?
E. C.- No, I didn't.
A.P.- It was wonderful that
way. Since nobody could hear or
speak much they used movement to
say things. They did use some
sounds- like grunts or noisesbut they spoke through their
dancing.
E. C.- Is that what you're trying
to do in T.V. EYE now?
A.P.- Yes, its a comment about
video and ads trying to tell everyone
they have to be so beautiful, like
people on T.V. always are. Its
almost a rape of this woman
through T.V. ads until she becomes
this beautiful T.V. android.
E. C.- And you arranged this
whole performance yourself?
A.P.- Well it's not through the
university, other than being at the
university. I did all the publicity
and .costumes and technical things.

Humahities Building-Room107
10:00 a.m. to noon
Wednesday, September 16, 1981

I
I

$3.00
TICK/iTS AVAILABLE AT THE SWOtNT ACTIVItiES CENTF:R & A 7 THE DOOR.
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Sports
This is Next Year for Lobos at N evada~Las Vegas
Greg Lay

Custer didn't get a second
chance.
When he got shut out at Little
Big Horn, you didn't hear anybody
on the sidelines yelling, "Wait'\1
next year.''
Not true for the Lobo football
team, however, They can.'e out of
their 1980 game agamst the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
on the short end of a 72-7 score,
feeling like Maj. Gen. George
Armstrong Custer's ill-fated
cavalry.
Custer & Co. had no survivors,
however, which is the big difference

between them and the Lobes, The
Lobes might have felt Wrible, but
they were feeling, and the feeling
continues in 1981.
Now the survivors are feeling like
revenge. UNLV is one of only five
teams in the history of football to
score over 70 points against New
Mexico. (Footnote for trivia buffs:
the others were New Mexico
Military, 80 points in 1910; New
Mexico State, 110 in 1917; Second
Army, 89 in 1944; and Texas-E\
Paso, 75 in 1967 .)
The chance for revenge is
Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. MDT
when UNM plays UNLV in a nonconference football game at the

Silver Bowl in Las Vegas.
The game will be broadcast live
in Albuquerque, starting at 8:15
p.m. on KOB Radio, 770 AM, and
KGSW-TV, Channel14.
Nevada-Las Vegas is 1-0 on the
season, following a 16-6 season,;pening win over San Jose State,
New Mexico goes into the game
with an 0-1 mark, losing last week
to Houston, 21-10.
Las Vegas leads the series between the two teams, 2-1, and has
won two in a row. The Lobos won
the first encounter in 1978, 24-0;
UNL V won in 1979, 28-20. The two
teams will play once more after this
year, but the 1982 game will

conclude the series between them,
at least for the 1980's.
Las Vegas is trying to build a
major college football program to
match the stature already achieved
by it's potent basketball squad.
They began upgrading their
schedule in the late 1970's, and
became a Division I team three
seasons ago, Since then, they've
had records of 7-4 in 1978, 9-1-2 in
1979 and 7·4 in 1980.
They are aiming at national
recognition and a bowl invitation
for 1981, with games against eight
WAC teams, three California teams
and West Texas State. Standing in
the way of mention in the national

Former Lobo Slain by Gunman

polls are the Lobos, still smarting
over last year's insults.
Both teams something to prove:
UNLV will be trying to demonstrate a high-powered offense
worthy of competing for the top ten
teams in America, while UNM
wants to show that last year's game
was a fluke, made possible by the

The hustling guard who led New Mexico to the
1974 Western Athletic Conference basketball
championship was shot to death Thursday morning.
Gabe Nava died shortly before noon Thursday at
University Hospital, where he was taken nine hours
earlier suffering from bullet wounds in the head and
shoulder.
Nava was the object of a spirited recruiting battle
in the early 1970's between rivals UNM and Texas-El
Paso. Former Lobo head coach Bob King said
Thursday that "He was one of those two or three
players each year that you really go after. We worked
hard to get him, because he was not only quick and
strong, but he. was also a good student."
Nava had an all-star high school career in the El
Paso area, but UNM won the recruiting battle for his
services .in college. "The squad all liked him," King
recalled. "I consider myself privileged to have had
the association. The ironic thing is that I was in
Albuqueque this summer, and went to play golf at
the Country Club. There was Gabe ... it was like old
home weeki"

Friends sometimes
question
• movtes.
•
lour taste m
But they Usee them with you anyway.

Nava, 30, had recently been appointed to an
executive position at the Albuquerque Country Club,
after starting a management career at the Four
Seasons in Albuquerque.
Bob Tappert was a teammate of Nava's and
remembered "In practice, we always matched up,
and he was always fair, When we won the WAC, he
was one of the main leaders. He really took charge."
Nava recently played with former UNM players in
the Sickle Cell benefit gl\llle against ex-NMSU
players. "He did alright," Tappert said. ''Hustled,
just like he always did. "It's senseless. You feel
empty. He's just a good guy."
Police said Thursday evening that nobody was in
custody for the shooting, and that no "official
description" had been put out for a suspect.
The fatal shooting happened behind popular
UNM student bar Ned's El Portal at 4200 Central
Ave. SE. Nava was with a woman when the gunman
approached them and forced both to undress. Police
said the gunman then attempted to rape the woman
before she broke away.

Sept. 9 thru Sept. 19
Initiation Fee $100.00

Jeff Kloer £41 of the Lobo Soccer Club battles with Carlos SB/gedo
of the Albuquerque All-Sters during en exhibition soccar match
Wednesday eftarnoon on Johnson Gym field. Tha gsme wes
steged to promote season ticket seles which will continue
through next week in the Studant Union Building. The Soccer
Club season includes two international metchas, starting
Ssturdsy, September 19 egainst the Mexicen nationBI champions
from Chihuehue. Tickets for the entire saeson ere $10 for general
admission, or $5 for students. In the exhibition match ebove, the
All·Stars toppled tha Lobos, 2.0.

students
$50.00 initial.ion fee plus
$2.50 peu:ourt hour

Rio Grande Yacht & Sporting Club
2500 Yale SE one block North of the Airport

Santa Fe Fiesta Ride Offered Tonight

Jimmie carterweshonoredby
the Western Athletic Conference es the defensive pleyer
of the week for his performance egeinst Houston. He
strained his knee In the game,
however, end is questionable
for the Nevede-Les Vegas
game Saturday.

It soUt\dcd fantastic in tile newspaper.
But only to you, Still, you had to see it, and with
a little ann-twisting your friends
see it too.
You've already heard a
barrage of jokes about your tllste
in movies since the curtain came
down. And, knowing your friends,
it'll go on for weeks.
So, to make it up to them,
and show Utem your t,1ste isn't
bad in everything, you do
something a little special. 'lbnight,
let it be Uiwenbran.

number of injured players who
couldn't play at the end of the 1980
season.
Speaking of injuries, the only one
that is a major concern in the Lobo
camp is the strained knee suffered
by defensive end Jimrrie Carter.
ONM trainer Tow Diehm said that
Carter might be able to play against
UNL V, but: that he wouldn't get the
go-ahead until game day.
"He's really been responding to
treatment," Diehm said. "It is a
surprisingly fast recovery." Carter
ran on the leg Wednesday and
Thursday, but will not have seen
any contact work prior to kick-off.
Ironically, Carter was named the
Western Athletic Conference
defcttsive player of the week for his
IS-tackle performance last weekend
at Houston.
AI Greenwood and Todd
Campbell, on the injured list after
the Houston game, were working
out at full strength by mid-week,
and will be okay for the UNLV
game.
As previously announced,
halfback Michael Johnson will not
make the Las Vegas trip, giving his
1980 knee injury one more week to
recover. He'll play on a limited
basis next weekend at Texas Tech.
But Lobo mentor Joe Morrison is
pleased with his halfback situation,
anyway, with the return o,f junior
speedster Mike Carter. "Mtke got a
lot of confidence against
Houston," Morrison said. "He was
continued on pege 11
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243-9590

A few seats remain for a van trip to Santa Fe tonight to witness the
burning of Zozobra.
The UNM Intramural Getaway Program is sponsoring the expedition to
the Santa Fe Fiesta, which includes the traditional bonfire under "Old
Man Gloom."
Vans will pick up passengers at 5:30 p.m. on the south side of Johnson
Gym, and return to Albuquerque later tonight. Fee for the round trip is $3.
Seating is on a first-come, first-served basis, and reservations may be made
at the lntramurals office, room 230, Johnson Gym.
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Wrestling Team Seeks Mabnaids
The University of New Mexico varsity wrestling team is looking for
matmaids.
The Lobo Matmaids are female students who work in support of the
varsity wrestling program. Major responsibilities include helping at home
meets and tournaments and promoting the sport of wrestling on the
campus.
"We'd like to involve any student who has some spare ti'!'e, and wou;d
like to have fun as part of a winning team,'' head wrestling coach Btll
Dotson said. "We'll get the Lobo Matmaids organized for the 1981~82
season pretty soon, so anybody interested should contact the wresthng
office by September 17."
The wrestling season begins in November and runs through March.
There are five dual matches and three tournaments in Johnson Gym,
including the conference championships.
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on sale now
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-Football
continued from psga10

offense, to keep their offense off
really running strongly in the the field." That doesn't signal any
change in offensive philosophy for
second half."
the Lobos, however, who will
Robin Gabtiel will start at continue to throw the ball with
quarterback for the second week in
about the same frequency as they
a row, but Morrison predicted that did
in Houston, Morrison said.
David Osborn wouldn't remain on
The team will leave from
the bench against .Las Vegas. "We Albuquerque International Airport
went to Houston intending to use
at 8 a.m. Saturday, and return to
him (Osborn), but each op- the city at 12:46 p.m. Sunday.
portunity, something would
happen," the coach said. "We
intend to play David this week."
College Grid Weekend
Nevada·Las Vegas has their 1980
defensive starting line-up back
intact this season, along with hist
year's offensive line. they have a
"new" quarterback in Sam King,
who passed for 1594 yards and a
dozen touchdowns two years ago.
"They hurt us last year with
traps," Morrison said. "We've got
to take that away from them. The
secret is to control the ball on

Lobo .roes have a colleCtive 6·1 record, but that
won't hold up this Wtekend with national pOwerhouse
teams Oklahoma and Arit.nna State on the WAC
schedule.
SPORTS EDITOR PICKS
Nevada· las Veg;asfiO favorite vs. Lobes
Tc:~~as Tech TO favorite at Colorado
Altforce 3 TO underdog al Brlghai:n Young
San Diego St. TO underdog at Colot.adO St.
lcxas·EI fla.~o TO tlnderdogvt. Texa~ A&I

New Me:tic:o St. t-0 ravorile at UT·Atllngton
Utiih 21'0 Ulldcrdog a\ A~ltonaSt.

Wyoming 4 TO onderJog ot Oklahomtt
(Aumton &llawaii open)

••

••

at the following locations:

•
:

MARRON HALL, Room 131
ASA GALLERY
UNM BOOKSTORE

,rc~sBE~~STORE

riNE ARTS
UV.tNG BA ooKSIORE
·STUDENT B
b 34 UNM artis\S
ine features worK V . rlO!ming arts
This year's magaz . ith a section on pe
and writers ~long w. .tilm and dance.
events ·tncludtn9 music,
.. · ,
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FA!:I'T, ACCUIJATE TYPING. Typeright.

Classified
Advertising.

26~-5203.

9/11
T\'I'ING, TYPESETTING, EDITING, Illustration,.
UNM standards! Ginger or Carolyn, 262-1865. 9/IB
R~:SUMES • l'ROFESSJONAL/C!>NJ'!DENTIAL
265-9082.
9/14
GUITAR. LESSONS; ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Studio..265-3315.
lfn
PROFESSIONAL TYI'.ING BY English MAleditor.
Several years' experience typing dissertations, papers.
90 wpm. l.i<liting available. (Minor C!lrrections free!)
IBM Selectric. 266-9550.
9/22
i\STROLOGY CLi\SSI\5: LEAJIN the basics!
Thursday evenings starting 9/17/81 for 8 weeks! NE
Heights location! Call 293-5072.
9/15
MATH STATISTICS TUTORING 268-0491. 9/24

4. Housing

ELECTRIC, SIC, POUTABLE typewriter ($8~). NONCLINICAL RURAJ, IIEAliTH Internships
Also 280 ZX bra ($60). Call Sunday-Thursday. 292- available with New Mexico health agencies for Fall
4102.
. 9/14 1981. Graduate students in planning, public ad·
FENI>ER TWIN REVERB with master volume. Like ministration, ~ommunity developmem, ·or health
new $420.00. 2~6·3118.
9114 sciences. Educational stipenct. Send resume by Sept.
15th to WICHE Intern Program, P,O, Dr11wer P,
Fi\DULOUS WINSOR BICYCLES elMs rated by Boulder, Colo. 80302. For information call 303-497·
Consumer Reports. Top qu~lity Aero Lotus ~nd 0230.
9/15
Miyata Bikes. Exclusive Albuquerque Dealer: Cycle
Sports. San Mateo at J,omas 25~·1511, Complete STUPENTS UP TO $6 per hour. Salary gUaranteed,
Chrome-Moly Frame !likes From $215.00.
9/14 40 people needed for local radio station promotion.
Clear speaking voice, neat appearance a must. Work
BEST BIKE REPAIUS Full overhaul $25,00. Fully from 9 a.m ·:2 p.m. or 4 p.m.-9 p.m. Apply 120
adjust .and service: $8,50. Use\! bikes purchased and .Jackson NE (behind New China Town Restaurant on
traded, Warranted used bikes sold. Cycle Sports, San Central).
9/16
Mateo at Lomas, ~~~·1511.
·
9/14
STUOENTS; PART·TIM•; available, flexible hours,
"GREAT BOOKS OF Western World", like new,
good pay, office work, no weeken\ls, caU766-7669.
$300.00, 344·1110.
9/11
9/16
1972 VW SUPERDEETLE, 5 g0 od tires, beautiful
paint, rebuilt. engine, $1900, call 255-3982 after 6
p.m.
9/11
MAMIYA C-220 Ci\MERA 2!.-1'' x 2v.'' formal. SHARE EXPENSES TO Ft. Defiance, Leaving
80mm and 135mm lenses, Excellent condition. s40(}, Friday night, <:ali Mike, 265-4553.
9/11
242-7228.
9/16
GOING SOI\1EWHJ::RE7 i\DVERTISE in the dally
1979 C.HEV\' CU:EYANNE. V. ton4 x 4 SWB, 4 spd, lobo.
tfn
9/16
PSPB, Excellent Condition, 296-8818,
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N. E.
tfn
WILP AND CRAZY kitten· FREE. 243-4877, 9/12
GAS STOVE, WHITE , burner with brain.
ARMY PANTS, SHORTS, daypacks • much more.
Automatic timer, 36", $150, 266-82~~.
9/14 Kaufman's, a real Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale S.E.,
2~6-0000,
9/15
DODGE VAN 1974 very nice, Sl 500/offcr, 265·2287.
9/17
REACH OUT \'OUR helping hands • Volunteer
\' i\Mi\HA 175, 1500 miles. Excellent co';;dit~ English tutor urgently needed by recent immigrant
3991,
9/11
Chinese couple. 293-4375
9/14
CENTURION DIC\'C.LES ON sale. Prompt, 0xpert THE UNM Li\W Scl!ool Clinical Law Program
offers legal services for students and staff, furnished
repairs, .100/o off parts a11d accessories with this ad.
Fridays, Harvard Bike House, 137 Harvard S.E.,
by qualified law students under faculty supervision.
Availability .is limited to those whose assets and in2$5·8808.
9/17
come do not exceed established guidelines. $3.00
registration fee. Cai1277-S265 for Information and an
appointment.
9/18

"I

7. Travel

··oR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, $130/mo.,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266·8392, 255·
rBettt•eell Biology mul )oumalism at Yale & Bedomio)
6256,or898·7~17.
tfn
THE CITAPEL-SUPERB lllcation .near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205, All Utilities paid. Deluxe
kitcllen with dis(lwasher and disposal, recreation
room. swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University /liE. 243-2494. tfn
FEI\11\LE CHRISTIAN ROOMMATE to share 2
Bdrm., GirardS.E., 842-1148/27?.2093,
9/ll
IIOOMMATE NEEDED, 3 BEDROOM,
washer/dryer, fireplace, $133 plus one-third utilities,
1\1 II< M AND llLANCi\, "We live for each other, ap Steve, 262-1616, 8-4, or2SS-3054, •
9/11
A·D·Pi l'romise." Love and loyalty, your Alpha
9/11 LARGE FOUR BEDROOM, two bath, furnished
WAR Gi\ME • WORKS by Oad Gofbarg through Delta Pi Sisters.
house, one block to UNM $500, 268.0525.
9/24
Sept. II, ASA Gallery, doWJISlairs SUD, 11-4, M·F.
FRIDA\' I'J''S Ji\ZZ at Ned's. 5:30·7:30 p.m. during
9111
happy hour, 4200 Central S.E.
9/11 ONE BLOCK UNM Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin or double beds, $230 includes
i\CCURATE IN~'OIIMATION ABOUT con·
Hi\i'PY 29th .DIRTHDA \', Brendan! Amidst
utilities, 268-0525, Varsity House, 141 Columbia S.E.
tracctttion, sterillzmion, abortion. Right to Choose,
hundreds of students, we found each other. 1 loved
lOll
294-0171.
tfn yo11 back then and I love you even more now. Love,
Debbie.
9111 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bdrm.
IIIOIUI\'HIM, COMPLETE INFORMATION.
('omputcrit.cd charts. Do it yourself kit. Take charge
gTJTION, ETI'fiON .• ETITION • How'rey'ali doin' house with one other. Bike to school, fireplace, Yard, C!iiLDCARE/SIITER • MON, lhru Fri. afterpoons
9/14 with light housekeeping. transportation a must, 265·
am! full advantage of your Physical, EmotiPnal down by the erik? Becky reallY misses ~ou, so you $180/mo., 2~~-4851 mornings/evenings,
~~
tsenlllivlty) and Intellectual energy cycles. Send$).95
better write soon. By the way, now's your professor? FOUR BLOCKS WEST of Campus. One bedroom, m~
with Birthdate. P.S.I. lliorhythm Service, 490
Keep an eye on him. Relax at the farm. Love, the beam ceilings, wood floors. Six month lease $160.00 Pi\RT-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
Mi~tlctoeAveituc, Bosque Farms, N.M. 87068. 1012
gang at the LOBO.
9/17 month $125.00 deposit utilities not included. No dogs able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
9/14 years old. Apply In person, no phone .calls, please.
('ONTACTSH I'OI.ISIIING?? SOLUTIONS?1
Llrru; MISS Ni\NC\', 1 just had to say "hil" • 243-5237 evenings.
('a<~Y Optical Company. 265-8846.
tfn
Love, IJ.J. Bob.
9/11 SWIM ALL WINTER in . our indoor pool with Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
PIUi<;NANC\' 'rESTING & COUNSELING. Phone
"0 SON OF MAN! llreathe not the sins or others so Jacuzzi. Relax in our saunas. Apartments from $225
9/1 S i\GGRESSIVE STUOENTS NEEOED to distribute a
247-98.19.
tfn
long as thou art thyself a sinner. Shouldst thou plus energy. Bike path to UNM, 881-87ll,
transgress this command, accursed wouldst thou be, ROOMMATE NEEDED: 3 DDIJM house ncar line of automotive performance products, personal
PASSPOI!T AND ID~:NTIFICATION photos. 3 for
and to this I bear Witness." Bahaullah the Founder of campus - fireplace, greenhouse, basement. very nice, needs and fashions by direct marketing. Training
$~ ..101! I.. ow est prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
the Uahai Faith.
9111 Prefer serious non-smoking woman student, seminars provided to help assure earned income thru
UNM. ("all 265·2444 or come to 17!7 Girard Blvd.
$200/mo and 'h utilities. Leave message, 884-7974, management and motiVation techniques. Career
NE.
~
come by 318 Stanford.
9116 concepts, 13009 Peer Dancer NE, Alb., N.M. 87112.
(iJlANil O.PENING • SUIIWA V Station Dance to
9111
WANTED
ONE
WOMAN,
non•smoker,
preferably
the "Dmer" ·Sept. 12 .• 9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. UNM
AHERNOON CIULDCi\RE NEEDEO for Prors
vegetarian
to
share
roomy,
3
bedroom,
2
bath
house,
Sf UDENTS FREE. General Admission $3.00. More
1~ min. to school, near bike and bus routes. kid enrolled at Manzanita Center, Call 293·5072,
mfn. 277.6492!277-2328.
9/14
9/.14
$120/mo. plus v, utilities. Call277-2739 or 883·1118. evenings or 277-6214 daytime.
C'U,'S I'ILZi\ NO.I Slice of pepperoni pian, salad
9/16 WAIT PERSONS NEEUEO, over21. Apply at Pizza
I.OS'I', BLACK LADRAIJOR puppy wearing red
aml <nmll drink, $1.44. Two slices of pepperoni pizza
bandana, please cnli268-5573.
9/IS HOUSE RENT, OPTION to buy. Three bedroom, 5 Inn. 5555 Montgomery, 1240 Wyoming, 3040, Jan
and mc<hurn 1odn, $1.64 (On Central across from
9111
Tabo.
U"'M).
9/14 •·ouNn, BLACK AN() gold shepard mix puppy near min. to UNM, $3~0, water paid. washer, dishwasher,
9/16 OPENINGS }'OR l.JVE-1/11 counselors in Residential
Smith's, cnli 268-5573.
9/.15 furniture available. 842-5721.
I'IZZA CIT\' SI'ECIAL one slice of cheese piu.a and
LOST: WIIJTE Ji\CKET in Mitchell Hall or ASM, FOR SALE, SOUTIIEAST, charming redecorated Program for adolescents. Some experience and/or
1'"' of your favorite toppings and a large soft drink 268-6695
after 6:00p.m.
9115 ulder home with huge lot, garden area, fruit trees. desree preferred. Training provided, $660 per month,
fur $1.41) plus ta~ and this ad. 127 Harvard S.E. One
room/board, fringe benefits available. Send resume
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee Call Susan Beard, Walker-Hinkle Realty, the UNM to P.O. BoxG342, Alb .. N.M. S7197,
hair bio'k south of CentraL Ad good 9-8 thru 9-13.
9114
9/11
tfn area specialist, 268-4551, 256-3814.
9/13 8:00a.m.to4:00p.m. daily.
PART·TIME WORK must be 18 years old. Min.Sl60
ASl'NM SI'Ei\K~:RS COMIIIITI'EE presents Durk ··ouNn, Ci\LCUl.i\TOR, WOOI>WARJ) Hall.
per week, call 292-7679, between 10 a.m. • I p.m.
Demibe and claim. 277-2711.
9/11
f>rilt~un "'Our llh.l'il popular gue~t." says Merv
ONLY!.
9!16
tinflin. Sept. 15.
9114 LOST· SMi\U. GOI.Il ring, pink stone, 277-2040.
9111
TJit:R~: IS SO <uch thingns;•''tune-up" for bicycles
TIR•:s P/155/80/RI3 Four good radials lots of
"h"h do not ha\e plugs, points, or electrical systems. I)ONNA STRONG'S BOOKiti\'G was lost & found.
mileage still in them, SIOS, cash, 344-6513.
9/14
t let a 'troight fonqud full ndjustonentand service for
She may claim it in Marron Hall. Room 131.
tfn
\ctur h1ke $R.SO nt Cycle Sports. San Mateo at Lomas
FOR SALE: TWIN mattress box springs and (rame,
25<-1~1 I.
9/14
9/16
$30.00. Ca11883-tllS.
III•.AT !'RICE GOUGING by neighborhood bike
21" COl.Oil T.V. Good picture tube. Some pieture,
''I('P'· $25 00 full overhuul. S7.SO Fully adjust and
good sound, handyman's delight. Make offer, 842·
SECCIIDH~NO Ci..C-;"n£S
'~r•i~e( ydeSport<.San Mateo and Lomas 255-1511.
1565.
9/14 ;
9114
II£ II 6 J5£J
QUEEN SIZE WATERDED ·New mattress. Heater, :
1
WEIGHT REDUCTION!IIINGt:lNG group for
9/14 • fo~ WOM£11, ME!J a Ci· h.DREN
RESllMES • PROFESSIONAL CON· Padded Frame. $100. Call842·1565.
:NCLIJDIN~ M£115 SHtllrS. i'/INrS r. ;J.CKE.-:S
UNM students and staff. Call 256-1553 for In•.IDENTIAL, 265-9082.
9114 1969 VW BUG. New paint, upholstery, & engine.
C'OTHES
'/IANiEJ
ON
CONSfG-NIAtNi
formation.
9/14
I\1ATII TUTORING • AJ.GEBRi\, Trig. 294- You will like it, $1650.00. Plus, 1966 VW Bug,
cmr•mM: 11\JFFET. CHEAP All you can cat. Lunch l663(artcr6 p.m.)
9111
9/IJ ssso.oo. 831-5030.
3104- CENTRAL, S€
$3.00, supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao•s
25S·.!!J30
CALL 243-3585 ANYTIME }'OR Inexpensive 1964 PONTIAC LEMANS, 2·door, l·owner, bucket
tfn
Place, 5000 Central Ave. S.E.
foreign language MOring or nrlvate instruction' seats, new paint, battery and clutch, small V·8, good
LIBERTAIUi\N SUPPF.R CLUB of Albuquerque
9/16
Spanish, French, Portuguese. Mark Frobose, ll.A., transportation, 5550.00. 268·3578.
presents four lilms on Sept. 16 at Jao•Jao's
M.A.Ianguages.
9/18 REFRIGERATOR 1.5CUBIC foot, 266-9289. 9/IS
Restaurant. 883·5288.
9/16
1\NGLISH TUTORING" 265-9082.
9111 1966 MERCEDES ZJOS, runs well, needs some work,
ROBERT 1.\'NCII liAS seriate office hours M·W•F,
A·1 TYPIST-TERM papers, Rcsumes299-8970.
interior excellent, new tires, etc. $1200, Paul 26512: IS·l :00 or by appointment, 277-5~28. Solutions to
9/30 7020, 277•2S02.
9/IS
your problems guaranteed!.
9/16

~Iarron

Hall, Room 131

1. Personals

8. Miscellaneous

6. Employment

2. Lost & Found

5. For Sale

I~ 7 lffl/J5

3. Services

9. Las Noticias
GRAND OPENING SUBWAY Station Dance to the
"Dr.iver" ·Sept. 12, 9;00 p,m,-I;OOa.m.
9/14
UNM STUDENTS FREE. General Admission $3,00.
More info, 277-64921277-~328,
9/14
i\LL MECIIANICAL ENGINEERING students nrc
invited to attend the ASME meeting this Friday,
September II at I p.m. T)l~ speaker will be Dr.
Edward Coffey ''On Being A Good Engineer." 91 II
PSVCIIOLOGY STUOENT ASST. Is sponsoring a
talk given by Dr, Samuel Roll, Ph.D entitled "What
ls learned in psychotherapy" Qn Monday, Sept. 14 at
7:00p.m. ill Psychology Bldg., .Rrn. 134,
9114

STOP!
Before submitting your
topic
for a research
paper /project; could we
talk? There are some areas
that I need researched and
have some funds for
professional quality reports
tailored to my needs. Please
call 242-2430 for more information.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Covered

'lllragon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOVIfN

DIGNITY
An association of
Gay and Concerned Catholics,
for info. call843-6672

ACROSS
1 Snakes
5 Pretense

9label
12Walk
13 Story
14 Number
15 Teutonic dei-

ty
16 Time period

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement fn the New Mexico Daily Lobo
- - - - - - · times(s) beginning-----·__ ·-----·-··. ,._, under the heading (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous

18 Small child
20 Hypothetical

force
22 Kind of bean
24 Engrossed
27Cut
29 Lairs
31 Zodiac sign
32 Plume
34 Fate
36Dedmeter
(abbr.)
37~tion

39Rower
41 Preposition
42 Athletic

group
44Poet
45 Shade tree
47 Let fall
49 Within:

17' per word, Sl.OO minimum charge
ll' per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall.,

Comb. form
50 Redact
52 Tiny particle
54 Editor's abbr.
55 Piper's son
57 Garden tools
59 Pronoun
611nsect
63 Russian city
65 Oriental

nurse
67 Lug
68 Prohibits
69 European

DOWN

1 Peer Gynt's
mother

2 Fortress
3 Hebrew letter
4 Secret agent

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

5Sedate

6Damaged

7 Man's nick-

name
8 Encountered
9Sum
10 Article
11 Earth goddess
17 Spanish article
19 Conjunction

21 Dreadful
230Xof
Celebes
25Conmonplace

26 Salad Item
27 Sofa
28 f'.Usaooe
30 Save: COmb.
form
33Bomd

35 Created
38 Girl's name
40 Raveling
43 Parent

46 Bishop's

53 Pronoun
56 Crowd
58 Mournful
60Article
61 Exist
62 Diphthong

headdress
48 Ponds

64SUngod

51 Preposition

66 College deg.

